
This new edition features a full colour design with a variety of Ancient Societies, Personalities and Historical Periods drawing on a range of archaeological and written evidence. Chapters from Antiquity 3 have also been revised and included in this combined volume to provide the most comprehensive coverage of the HSC Ancient History course, now conveniently in one book. Written and presented in an absorbing and accessible manner, Antiquity 2 Third Edition will enhance students’ experience of ancient civilisations and enable them to develop the skills needed for successful study of HSC Ancient History. Title overview (PDF)

Ancient Egypt Reconstructing the Past, Pamela Bradley, Aug 26, 1999, Education, 717 pages. For senior secondary students studying Ancient History. Particularly suitable for the new NSW HSC Ancient History syllabus, with extensive coverage of the personalities listed....

Antiquity 2, Philippa Medcalf, Jan Rolph, 2000, Egypt, 332 pages. Includes glossary of terms, answers to puzzles.

Pompeii, Sep 27, 1990, Juvenile Nonfiction, 80 pages. Describes the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius that destroyed Pompeii in 79 A.D. and the rediscovery and subsequent excavation of this buried city.


Secrets Volume #6 The Best in Women's Sensual Romance, Sandy Fraser, MaryJanice Davidson, Angela Knight, Alice Gaines, Sandy Tetzlaff, Dec 1, 2000, Fiction, 316 pages. Sandy Tetzlaff - Flint's Fuse In FLINT'S FUSE, Dana Madison's father has her "kidnapped" for her own safety. Flint, the tall, dark and dangerous mercenary, is hired for the job....

On the Margin Marginalized Groups in Ancient Rome, James Morwood, 2003, Foreign Language Study, 96 pages. On the Margin Each of the eight chapters consists of a brief introduction in English, followed by selected extracts from Cicero, Pliny, Petronius, as well as other authors and....

Akhenaten's Egypt, Angela P. Thomas, 1988, History, 68 pages. Amenophis IV/Akhenaten, the father-in-law of Tutankhamun, was king of Egypt and her empire for only seventeen years. His worship of the god Aten to the exclusion of other....

The Spartan, 1992, Fiction, 173 pages. This novel of classical Greece and the early Olympics vividly portrays an era when same-sex relationships were a common and valued part of life.
Luck, Fate and Fortune Antiquity and Its Legacy, Esther Eidinow, 2011, Fate and fatalism, 213 pages. The cultural impulse to try to anticipate the future, and make sense of apparently random events, is irrepressible. Perhaps the most famous of all sites of prediction is the ...

Cambridge Checkpoints HSC Ancient History 2011, Robert Skinner, Dec 21, 2010, Higher School Certificate Examination (N.S.W.), 250 pages. Study as you go with Cambridge Checkpoints HSC. Updated annually to provide the most up-to-date exam preparation available, Cambridge Checkpoints HSC provides everything you ....

Ancient Rome for Senior Students, Glenn Davies, 2008, History, Ancient, 103 pages. Ancient Rome for Senior Students is a topic book suited to students of Senior Ancient History in Queensland. It provides detailed studies on five themes from the syllabus.
is kind-hearted and always keen to help a friend in need. The small engines trust him to lend a listening ear and sympathetic advice. He is a hard worker too, and always ...

For Each New Day, Helen Steiner Rice, Jan 1, 1995, Poetry, 92 pages. Ideal for mini-devotions in the morning, these nuggets of poetry give readers a spiritual perspective for every day.

The complete Greek tragedies, Volume 1, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, 1956, English drama (Tragedy), 2084 pages.

New Understanding Physics for Advanced Level, Jim Breithaupt, 2000, Juvenile Nonfiction, 727 pages. New Understanding Physics for Advanced Level is an attractive and helpful resource for all students studying Advanced Level Physics.

The Failure of Political Islam, Olivier Roy, 1994, Religion, 238 pages. This powerful argument reassess radical Islam and the set of ideas and assumptions at its core. Olivier Roy offers a challenging and highly original view that no-one trying to ...

Targeting Handwriting NSW Foundation Style, Jan 1, 2001, Penmanship, 64 pages.

Test Your Phrasal verbs, Jake Allsop, 1990, AngleD•ĐŽĐ”ĐŒina - Fraze - BesediĐ•ĐŽĐ”ĐŒe - UD”ĐŒbeniki za nadaljevalno stopnjo, 72 pages.

A Year in Europe Three Novels, Rachel Hawthorne, 2007, Juvenile Fiction, 544 pages. Presents the stories of three friends who leave their hometown of Mustang, Texas, to study in three different European capitals, where Robin and Carrie fall in love with local ...

Bare Branches The Security Implications of Asia's Surplus Male Population, Valerie M. Hudson, Andrea M. Den Boer, 2005, History, 329 pages. How the proliferation of young surplus males in India and ChinaĐ•Đ€called "bare branches" by the ChineseĐ•Đ€poses a threat to international security. His Name Is John, Doriem Grey, May 1, 2008, Fiction, 212 pages. Elliott Smith never considered himself to be anything special, if you didn't count having wealthy parents, whom he largely ignores. His profession is buying, restoring and ...

Musculoskeletal pain diagnosis and physical treatment, David A. Zohn, John McMillan Mennell, 1976, Medical, 231 pages.

Dharma art, ChĐ“onclick Trungpa, Judith L. Lief, Nov 12, 1996, Art, 144 pages. "Dharma art" refers to the creative works that spring from the meditative state of directness, unselfconsciousness and nonagression. This book examines Trungpa's teachings and ...


The corner of Harley street being some familiar correspondence of Peter Harding, M. D. [pseud.], Sir Henry Howarth Bashford, 1911, American fiction, 271 pages.

California Country Style, Diane Dorrans Saeks, Oct 26, 2006, House & Home, 216 pages. More than two hundred color photographs highlight an in-depth look at a vast array of fabulous California houses, from a country hacienda to a winery that marries French ...


Folk socks the history & techniques of handknitted footwear, Nancy Bush, Oct 1, 1994, Crafts & Hobbies, 112 pages. Eighteen patterns for handsome knicker socks, sturdy boot socks, lively Birkenstock socks, lacy stockings, kilt hose, cabled socks, clocked socks, and more are at the heart of ...

Macquarie Budget Dictionary 2010, Macquarie Dictionary Staff, 2009, English language, 502 pages. The Macquarie Budget Dictionary meets the needs of readers without stretching their finances. It is an up-to-date small dictionary with all the coverage of world English and ...

Schaum's Outline of Theory and Problems of Genetics, Susan L. Elrod, William D. Stansfield, 2002, Study Aids, 500 pages. An up-to-date guide to basic concepts and applications in geneticsĐ’Â–D’Â–from classic inheritance and population genetics to cutting-edge molecular genetics and biotechnology Provides ...

Clubland heroes a nostalgic study of some recurrent characters in the romantic fiction of Dornford Yates, John Buchan and Sapper, Richard Usborne, Sep 26, 1983, Literary Criticism, 186 pages.